
01/09/06 - crushing win for 11s over the mini-dark side! 

  
clydesdale's 11s visited shawholm on friday night and returned back to crossmyloof with 

collective tails between collective legs after an 81-run thumping at the hands of the mini-mighty.  
this was the 11s second game in two days and after thursday's demolition of killie at bellfield 

there was just one change to the line up that took on the 'dale: angus cumming coming in for 

usman din.   
  

batting first, andrew umeed again stuck to known partnerships.  saad salim again caught the eye 

with the bat.....once he'd slowed down his swing speed!  24 was a healthy contribution to the 

eventual net 102 and included a remarkable: 4, 4, 4, 6, 4 sequence off mackay's over!  big 
hitting for a wee guy!   

  

andrew, too, again scored well and put on 43 for the last pairing - andrew scoring 15 and jasu 
singh 9 as net 100 was passed with the last blow of the 'loc innings - a straight 4 by the skipper.   

  
for the 'dale it was a cruel return to his old stomping ground for jasim beg who's four overs cost 

37 runs.   

  
103 to win then and sixteen overs to get'em in for clydesdale's youngsters.  as it would transpire, 

not only were the 'dale never really at the races as regards the run chase, it might not be too 

harsh to say they weren't even down the path from the road that leads onto the motorway that 

eventually leads to the racecourse!   
  

jasim tried to give his side a start and his 12 included two very nice shots: a lovely straight 4 and 

a clipped leg-side boundary.  but, bar mr beg, it was pretty much carnage across the board as 
clydesdale batters ran each other out with gay abandon.  five run outs was the final tally.   

  

the last run out took place in the over many of the 'loc's supporters had been waiting for.  angus 

had been a regular in the 11s side all season but coming into this penultimate match of the 

league campaign had yet to grab a wicket.  with four balls of the 15th over to bowl this situation 

hadn't changed - then ball #3 slipped under a 'dale bat and rolled back gently to rest against the 

off stump.  with what seemed unecessary delay the off bail then toppled off - "bowled 
cumming"!  hurrah!  then there was no stopping 'gus: two balls later he ran out a 'dale batter 

before capturing wicket #2 with his last ball.  well done sir!   

  
in the end the 'dale could muster just net 21 and, as stated at the start, an 81-run victory was 

the 'loc's! 
 

01/09/06 - it doesn't get any better!  

  

the 18s' season's in freefall.  noman kenneth and robbo' morley called off pre-match and the 'loc 

18s were already behind the 8 ball.  even tho' replacements scotty millen and danial chaudhry 

are competent young replacements, nomy's and robbo's experience would've counted.   

  
batting first at meikleriggs on friday night the 'loc struggled to get to 70.....all out!  the top order 

collapsed horribly with skipper sandun jayaratne, scotty tarr and hassan khan managing just 8 

between themselves.  what's that all about?  particularly against a feegie side that's becalmed 
mid-table.   

  

anyway that was the start: after the struggles of the top three, zaeem mirza restored a smidgeon 

of pride with a 21 but, bar danial's late flurry of blows against some part-time bowling (he rattled 
up 20), the 'loc youngsters were simply not good enough on the night.  none of the side got past 



7 bar zaeem and danial, and though there were some deliveries that kept low and resulted in 

wickets, the rest simply didn't give themselves a chance.   
  

71 to win, at home, was never likely to trouble the ferguslie 18s.....and it didn't.  eleven overs 
were all that were needed: rooney being 28 not out at the end after "judas" carruthers quick-fire 

32.   

  
yup, dear reader, it seems the best way to get a full game in in september when the light's 

fading fast is to schedule your 18s to play the 'loc.  wednesday's failure to defend 142 against 

west was argubly bettered in the "poor performance stakes" by this thumping by ferguslie - the 

batting shambles being beaten in terms of shoddy'ness by poor bowling and fielding even tho' 
only 70 was being defended.   

  

monday provides the 18s with one more chance to recover pride in a season that started so well 
and that has included convincing wins over glasgow accies (who look like they'll win the title), 

and the 'dale who so often dominate at this age group.  come on guys - pride! 
  

31/08/06 - 11s win after long break 

  
the under 11s won on thursday night in their rearranged wjcu league match at bellfield against 

kilmarnock.  batting first skipper andrew umeed stuck with tried and tested partnerships and, 

once the 16 overs had come and gone, the guys had lost only three wickets whilst 

accummulating 113 runs along the way. 
  

good performances were turned in by saad salim (28*) and andrew (21*) in particular, but young 

debutant adil chaudhry caught the eye too in his partnership with saad. 
  

some lessons still have to be learned about running between the wickets - starting with clear 

calling and a winter fitness regime to improve ground speed!! 

  

298 for 3 it was then, net. 

  

in reply killie were never really in the hunt and, when they finished 46 short of the 'loc's total it 
probably reflected the gap between the sides. 

  

One youngster who caught the eye was young finn taylor - the smallest cricketer on view he 
bowled beautifully, with a great seam position, for the home side and batted bravely.  for the 'loc 

youngsters, jasu singh returned 2 for 4 in his two overs - one a nice caught and bowled; this 
before having trouble with his turban! 

  

the other wicket-taker was adil who also grabbed a killie scalp. 

  

bar jasu's turban troubles, the other entertaining aspect of the evening was the flooding of one 

corner of the square when what appeared to be a sump started pumping out water for no 

apparent reason! 
  

so another win and two rearranged games still to play. 

 
30/08/06 - a convincing way to end 

  

despite probably missing out on the league title after their solitary league defeat to southside 

rivals clydesdale, the under 13s tidied up season 2006 with a convincing win at hamilton crescent 



over west of scotland, the city's second best club!  this 'loc side has now lost just once in the 

league in two years - a remarkable effort.   
  

and wednesday night's finale was fittingly a display of what makes these guys the outfit they are: 
proper batting, tight bowling and team fielding.  everyone contributed on the night whether it be 

with blade, ball or in the field.   

  
the 'loc won the toss and elected to bat.  batting first allowed the insertion of danial chaudhry at 

the top of the order as a pinch hitter.  dani' didn't disappoint and, against some loose bowling, 

smashed a quick-fire 35-ball unbeaten 33.  but, impressively, dani' chose which balls to play, 

which to leave and which to defend.....properly.  opening with dani' was andrew umeed - andrew 
played the anchor role he's good at and the match saw him score his 300th league run.  

remarkably, opening for the side this year, he's been dismissed only three times and has ended 

up with an average of over 100!  andrew batted for the full eighteen overs and scored an 
unbeaten 28 in 47 balls.   

  
after dani' retired craig young joined andrew in the middle - shorty proceeded to carry on where 

dani' had left off and scored 21 off just 26 balls as he and andy pushed the score to 97 without 

loss by the close.   
  

an impressive batting display - but poor scotty millen: padded up for 18 overs waiting for a team-

mate to get out!  luckily scotty would contribute in defence of the runs tho' - behind the sticks he 

conceded no byes and no leg byes which is a good 'keeping performance at any level.   
  

the west reply started well.....for the 'loc.  opener bowlers umer aziz and usman amin bowled 

tightly as instructed, and the fielding was keen.  the first two overs leaked only 2 runs.  then a 
couple of wickets.  euan larter was cleaned up by umer for 7 and west's skipper chris ross, 

batting three, inexplicably called andrew galloway for a run when he had hit the ball straight to 

andy umeed at point (?) - result: run out.   

  

chris had obviously been practising his calling and running with mr umeed in the air-raid shelter 

because, after miro ralston had joined him in the middle, he then ran him out too, without the 

latter facing a ball!?!  bonkers.   
  

miro's demise brought sandhu to the crease.  the big fella' decided it was time for some hitting 

and swung, quite literally, at everything!  swoosh, 4, swoosh, miss, swoosh, 4, swoosh, 
miss.....you get my drift.  after a couple of overs of windmill action, mr sandhu swooshed once 

too often at a umer delivery and departed the scene - out for a never-dull 14-ball 15.   
  

sandhu's departure with the score on 24 spawned another double-digit partnership; chris ross 

and omer habib putting on 15 before ross was trapped lbw by usman amin.  habib then held 

together the west tail as best he could in the gathering gloom and in the face of wickets falling.  

he would, in fact, be last out - bowled by josh sajjad who'd come on to bowl over 14.  the final 

score?  54 all out - a convincing 43-run margin of victory.   

  
best for the 'loc on the bowling front was usman whose 4-1-6-2 figures were exemplary.  in the 

field, the guys all performed well with asad alam doing an important role sweeping on the off 

side, and frankie rainey and josh patrolling in the deep.  max costello, too, maintained his usual 
standard at short mid-wicket, using his wheels to great effect.   

  

well done guys - another good season. 

 
30/08/06 - 18s cave in and throw it away!   



  

oh dear.  18-overs-a-side, you bat first in late august, scoring 142, and lose!!  houdini-esque 
from visitors west, head-less from the 'loc.  to the start of proceedings: the 'loc batted first after 

winning the toss.  sandun jayaratne and noman kenneth opened.  the guys put on 51 for the first 
wicket - a good start and a healthy run rate.  no problems, then noman out lbw.....again!   

  

scotty tarr was batting three and was coming off the back of a great knock the week before 
against the dark side, and an important 1st xi innings against watsonians.  but it wasn't to be 

scotty's night - cleaned up by the webmaster's nemesis, and west district's most serious 

cricketer, max ralston.  [ed: the 'dale's tom borthwick might object to that "most serious" claim!]  

80 for 2.  
  

then it was 82 for 3 as hassan khan came and went without troubling the scorers, leaving doogie 

to bat with the middle order.  the skipper did this admirably and, as he raced to 70, robbo' 
morley, aamir kayani and saad salim all chipped in useful contributions.  and had it not been for 

only 7 extras, the 'loc might've posted a really big'un as opposed to the just reasonably huge 142 
for 7.   

  

with west of scotland still to bat and as the light faded and temp' dropped, and with 142 on the 
'board, it was surely simply a matter of ringing the boundary, bowling straight and full and 

watching the run rate climb.  wrong, incorrect, oh no, etc.  the 'loc field was set as if victory 

could only be achieved by taking wickets, and taking wickets could only be achieved by bowling 

short of a length.  throw in 30 extras in 18 overs and the improbable happened - a west win with 
three balls to be bowled.  sigh.   

  

morland's 61 was the pick of the west scores as they chased down a monster; hawkins' 33 being 
a close second.   

  

for the 'loc bowlers, noman's 2 for 12 in three is a pass mark, the others better 'phone west's 

morland for bowling lessons - hassan in particular getting caned.   

  

so that's four defeats now and league titles are now, probably, but pipe dreams - friday's the 18s 

next match. 
  

29/08/06 - 15s sign off with a whimper 

  
despite good weather tuesday's under 15 tussle with hillhead at hughenden left a dark cloud over 

an otherwise pretty good season for the 'loc's 15s.  in the end analysis season '06 will go down 
as a neutral one: six wins, six defeats.  given last year's shambles however we shouldn't forget 

the great strides the guys have made.   

  

but tuesday's season closer will be confined to the file labelled "forget".  batting first on the usual 

"interesting" hughenden deck the 'loc boys simply never got going.  only the skipper managed 

any real fluidity at the top of the order; zaeem's 31 being a good knock in the circumstances.  

around him, humayun had gone cheaply for just 2 and fellow opener aamir had perished for 8.  
both were victims of kabir kanibar.   

  

then top run scorer craig young perished for a rare blob leaving the 'loc youngsters in real 
trouble at 15 for 3.  zaeem, tho', didn't either panic or throw the towel in.  59 were added by 

zaeem and anscar bedi, who was batting at five.  anscar's 18 would turn out to be the second 

best of the night for the 'loc and featured three 4s.   

  
zaaem eventually fell for 31 as noted, his innings having one more boundary than anscar's.   



  

after zaeem and anscar's partnership was broken it was then a procession: 'loc wicket after 'loc 
wicket.  the next four batters managed just 3 between'em - all to andrew umeed, with muhsin 

din and shoaib haffeez going for 0s along with max costello who had his name added to the long 
list of batters run out by andy!  "welcome to the club!".   

  

80 for 8 it was then and, even tho' it was getting dark and the deck was "interesting", it never 
looked enough.   

  

the home side's reply was kicked off by michael frohlich who'd had a good first half taking a "3-

for" and grabbing two catches and a run out.  he then sealed his m.o.t.m award by smashing an 
unbeaten 61.  batting a-la babe ruth, mr frohlich casually stepped to leg and swung at every 

delivery.  fair do's to him too: 61* tells its own story.  after his bowling and fielding mikey 

probably knew it was his day!   
  

in fact eleven overs were all that were needed as hillhead romped home - the solitary wicket 
falling to zaeem who cleaned up azzar.   

  

so the season's done and dusted and progress has been made - let's see the under 15s working 
hard indoors over the winter now! 

  

28/08/06 - ferguslie seen off.....just, in under 13 thriller! 

  
last season it was four balls to spare chasing 83 to win in the dark, this year it was one to spare 

chasing 75!  'loc versus ferguslie under 13 matches aren't for the faint hearted but, again, the 

winner was cricket as two good sides tried to play proper cricket despite the cold conditions and 
fast-fading light.   

  

the 'loc won the toss and chose to field.  this meant the visitors opened with messrs. docherty 

and preston-jones.  these two had scored rapidly in the previously mentioned corresponding 

fixture last season until their partnership had been broken by a craig young run out - sean going 

for 17.  this time round the feegie duo had put on 29 when sean middled an umer aziz full toss 

straight to craig at short extra cover.  shorty pouched the chance with a more than useful grab.   
  

next in for the paisley side was district player josh' rutnagur.  josh and gregor added 20 before 

the night's first run out.....i say first because, as you'll see, there were a few!  josh's nemesis was 
andrew umeed whose smart throw saw scotty millen remove the bails in swift fashion.   

  
49 for 2 became for 3 as baldachi became gregor's second run out victim of the night; this time 

shorty made the return to scott who again did the needful.  and it's worth making the point at 

this juncture that not many of the run outs would've needed the assistance of the third umpire!   

  

after baldachi's demise the scoring rate really slowed: with p-j nearing a retirement and the 'loc's 

change bowlers danial chaudhry and humza din bowling tightly the visitors found scoring hard.  

in fact, the middle eight overs bowled by dani' and humza saw only 15 runs conceded, and four 
wickets fall - nice work guys guys.  and, importantly for the youngsters to watch and learn is how 

tight bowling and fielding puts pressure on a batting side and induces the kind of keystone cops 

running between the wickets that, in turn, leads to run outs.  the fielding is worth highlighting 
too: bar a couple of early mis-fields it was good.  the five (yes 5!) run outs all came about 

because of good pick ups, cool heads and accurate throws.  well done guys.  setting the standard 

as ever in this department was max costello who fielded superbly at short mid-wicket.   

  



back to the ferguslie innings: we'd left it at 59 for 5 after 16 with preston-jones retired and run 

outs a regular occurence.  overs seventeen to twenty were bowled by josh sajjad and asad 
alam.  the latter made amends for his two grassed chances at prestwick the week before with a 

smart caught and bowled, and both bowled well at the death: nice and full.  josh, in particular, 
was difficult to hit and his two overs, including the last, cost just 4 runs.   

  

all-in-all then a good performance and 75 the target.   
  

in reply andrew and craig got off to a comfortable start and had seen off the ferguslie opening 

bowlers after eight overs, having accummulated 23 in the process.  three an over, just fine.  the 

important thing as it got darker was not to chase the game too hard but, at the same time, make 
sure the side was there-or-thereabouts the asking rate of just under four-an-over.  after 13 overs 

the score was 51 without loss and the run chase was going fine: just under fours.  then 

something happened.  as in the ferguslie innings the runs dried up.  overs fourteen to seventeen 
saw only 8 runs added as angus haig and josh' rutnagur found their line and length [ed: well 

most of the time, bar josh's beamer that went over scott's head by about ten feet!].   
  

i mentioned scott there; oh yes, craig was out - caught a deep mid-on by [appropriately] deep 

sarode; a rutnagur full toss having been steered straight down mr sarode's throat.  good catch 
tho'.  but deep wasn't finished.  after andrew had retired, dani' joined scott in the middle and the 

equation was 6 needed from six balls.  and, when scott stroked ball #1 of the final over from 

gregor p-j to the extra cover boundary it looked all over.   

  
then it was dot ball.  then another.  getting nervous yet?  ball #4 then saw scott stroke the ball 

to mid-on.....to mr sarode.  deep fumbled the ball first time around and dani' and scott returned 

for the second and winning run.....or so they thought.  deep however had other ideas: he whirled 
round, found the ball under his feet and ran out dani' with a direct hit from deep mid-on!  

extraordinary!   

  

scores tied - two balls left.  max in to join scott.  after a mid-wcket confab' it was agreed the 

boys would "drop and run" the next ball.  this seemed a sound plan until scott dropped it literally 

at his tootsies!  nevertheless the run was on and in a case of "two many cooks spoil the broth", 

what seemed like a hundred ferguslie fielders, including the 'keeper, converged on the ball and 
somehow contrived to fumble it often enough to let max home.  a win with a ball to spare!   

  

in review: a good competitive game played in good spirit on the park.  a game probably won in 
the end by the 'loc boys first half bowling and fielding display with humza, dani' and josh 

grabbing the headlines along with shorty's three run outs and catch, and max's ground work at 
mid-wicket.  then in reply an ultimately well measured run chase.....and that finish! 

 

24/08/06 - new dark side defeated! 

  

episode xviii 

  

a new hope. 
it is still civil war. 

rebel players, striking 

from their pollok base, have 
won their victory against empire.  during 

the battle, rebel batters managed to steal runs 

off the empire's ultimate weapon, the BASHIR STAR, 

a space cadet with enough ego to destroy the entire planet. 
then, pursued by the empire's sinister batsmen, prince doogie saw 



the alliance home, custodian of the points that can open up the league... 

  
"well, well, well" - that's a fair description of how the only three 'loc under 18 batters that were 

required to smash the 'dale attack around on thursday night at shawholm performed.  161 for 2 
in 18 overs tells its own story.....but i'll summarise shall i? 

  

noman kenneth and skipper doogie  jayaratne opened for the 'loc after, somewhat bizarrely given 
the stage of the season, the 'dale's captain had won the toss and inserted the homesters!?!   

noman and doogie got off to a great start thrashing fulton's first over for 7.  nice.  and this was 

the tone set: zeeshan bashir's first ball was then safely despatch over the boundary rope too to 

signal intent that thistle  badges and tsbscotland logos count for nowt' in southside derbies! 
  

in fact when noman was adjudged lbw to a ball that kept low in the fourth over there was 

already 25 on the 'board.   and the halfway stage saw 72 the total with scotty tarr having joined 
the  party.  scotty and doogie powered on as 'dale bowlers were tried and sent  packing one-

after-the-other.  the 'dale skipper just couldn't find a fourth  bowler with the four guys he gave 
an over each to going for 14, 15, 13 and 6  respectively.  now that hurts.   

  

so dominant were the 'loc batters that  scotty notched his 50 off just 34 balls whilst doogie was 
downright defensive  (!) in getting his in a just-over-a-run-a-ball 55 balls!  the innings even  had 

to be halted momentarily after one of the 'loc's four 6s resulted in a lost  ball!  with mis-fields and 

grassed catches thrown in, it might've been  getting a little chilly but home supporters' hearts 

were warmed by the action on  show.  carnage! 
  

161 it was at the end with doogie having  been dismissed with three balls left (for 55) and srt 

remaining unbeaten on  72.....from just 45 balls! 
  

to the 'dale reply.  they were  needing almost 9 an over when they started so it was imperative 

they got off to  a flyer.  bashir opened with ben buchanan and, interestingly, the 'dale were 2 

ahead of the 'loc after 4 overs, on 27.....but they'd lost two batters.  first to go was dangerman 

bashir, well caught by noman running  backwards from wicket-keeper - zeeshan having top-

edged a zaeem mirza  delivery.  and big-hitting tariq had also gone, for a blob, hooking a hassan 

khan ball down craig young's throat a deep backward square leg.  what joyous celebrations 
followed that grab from shorty! 

  

buchanan, however, was still there and batted well.  he would make 43 eventually before being 
cleaned up by scotty  late on.  his runs had come off just 36 balls and had kept his side in it  for 

quite a while.  in fact, again, after 9 overs the 'dale were still ahead of where the 'loc had been.  
the difference was tho' that the 'loc  had a fourth bowler - all four 'loc seamers bowled full 

enough and moved the ball around enough to make boundary hitting  less-than-straightforward. 

  

and, in the end analysis, it was this  tight bowling, backed up by good ground fielding and 

catches taken, that saw the boys home by some margin in the end. 

  

when buchanan went in the twelfth over  this was really the 'dale's last chance with fulton, 
andrew scobie and kayani  who came after not really getting to grips with the 'loc  attack.  

  

the end margin?  a mere 47  runs!  nice.....and the league opened up: the titwood fat lady's 
stopped gargling it would seem! 

  

21/08/06 - coaches' plans thwarted by diddy fielding! 

  



when you're playing prestwick under 13s there's one thing that's certain: local wunderkid fraser 

rodger will hack the bowling across the line; variously to backward square leg, square leg and the 
infamous corner called cow.  so, plan a: don't fight it - set your field accordingly - no-one need 

field on the offside but you'd better have your catching hands on if you're in that 100 degree 
arc.  so, stage is set: danial chaudhry to said rodger, top edge hook.  destination dear reader?  

straight to asad alam at deep square leg.  harmy needn't move any part of any limb as the ball is 

arc'ing beautifully into his hands - it's classic catching practice a-la any club, anywhere, any 
week.  ball in mid-air, coach young gives knowing nod and wink to 'loc supporters as plan a is 

about to come to fruition.  eh, no - incorrect.  harmy decides to grass it, then kick it for 4.  to 

quote a well worn phrase in this column: "hhhmmm, sigh".  and rodger, of course, goes on to 

score a retiral-inducing 30. 
  

but this was well into the home side's innings.  and it's not just fuzzy's big hitting that 

'loc:prestwick games are renowned for at his level.  another regular feature is said mr rodger 
running out opening partner ross patterson.  stardate 24 may 2006 saw rosco run out for 2 at 

the same venue opening with fraser; this time he'd managed just 1!  oops.  just a passing 
thought: if fraser ever opened with the 'loc's own run out king andrew umeed even ladbrokes 

wouldn't take on bets as to who fired who first! 

  
around rodger's knock of 30 the other prestwick batters really failed to add much - bar that is, of 

course, samantha haggo.  sam' was by far the best looking cricketer on parade at the oval and i 

am aware that turning into teenagers, young boys' hormones tend to go a little wonky, but even 

these two factors doesn't excuse skipper craig young lobbing up a couple of "hit me" deliveries to 
sam' as soon as she got to the middle.  as it was sam' simply stepped back and smashed shorty 

through mid-wicket.....twice in succession, on her way to a quick-fire 12-ball 16.  this allowed her 

side to push their score up to 70 by the time their overs were done. 
  

best for the 'loc bowling-wise were josh sajjad who tidied up the tail with 3 for 10, whilst umer 

aziz, opening, bowled his 4 overs recording 1 for 8.  danial chaudhry bowled impressively again 

too, returning 4-1-7-1; this in addition to his part in ross patterson's run out. 

  

no cursory mention of the 'loc's bowling/fielding display however can be completed without 

comment on some poor ground fielding.  and, in addition to grassing fraser rodger, asad 
proceeded to spill another regulation catch at mid-on - there's no hiding place mr a.  and then 

there was shorty's attempted run out - where to start?  rodger pushes ball to extra cover, partner 

siditis runs and is sent back.  shorty at cover intercepts the ball and runs with it to the bowler's 
end where he'll comfortably beat siditis to the stumps.  then, after running about ten metres (and 

for reasons still unknown to everyone including himself!) and getting within a metre of his target 
he decides to underarm the ball at the stumps.....!?!  and he misses by two or three metres!!  

again, hhhhhmmm. 

  

to the reply.  first of all let's say it was cold, dark and damp.  the deck was true but very, very 

slow.  the home side's sightscreens were obviously there for some other imaginary game on 

some adjacent strip and the home side possessed two opening bowlers of reputation.  a good 

contest was assured.  opening for the 'loc were shorty and andrew, the latter back from holiday.  
the run rate needed was 3.5 and over.  after six overs from rodger and patterson the 'loc were 

sitting nicely at 18 without loss.  then as the change bowlers were brought into the attack the 

'loc duo upped the run rate nicely.  in fact, so "routine" was the run chase that it's probably best 
to say that, simply, 71 was reached within 17 overs - shorty retiring on a chanceless 33 and 

andrew not out on 26.  it really was as good a batting run chase as the fielding was bad.   

  

the only incident of note was andrew nicking a rodger delivery to the prestwick 'keeper who'd 
obviously been at the same "regulation catch" class as asad!  amusingly after then running a 



single the standing ump' asked andrew if he'd got any bat on it - the answer: "no", until of 

course he was reminded this meant the single was an extra and not 1 to him.  quick as a flash 
mr umeed then sheepishly admitted to the ball maybe, just maybe, having shaved his blade!! 

very shrewd sir. 
  

so another win.  in finishing: a feature of the night was the low number of extras conceded: the 

'loc conceded just 6, prestwick 7 - well done guys. 
  

21/08/06 - greenock get home for an early supper 

  

concerned that their greenock oppo' might be late home on a school night, the 'loc 18s 
summarily dismissed the glenpark boys who came to shawholm for the wjcu encounter. 

  

batting first the greenock boys managed just 86 with zaeem mirza skittling out three visiting 
batters and skipper sandun jayaratne another three.  so convincing was the display with ball in 

hand that scotty tarr wasn't needed and doogie managed to get eight 'loc players into the 
bowling stat's.  standout bowling was, however, zaeem's aforementioned 3 for 21 from 4 overs; 

doogie's 3 for 16 coming off 3. 

  
in reply, the 'loc batters didn't hang around.  after noman kenneth (6) and sandun (5) had gone 

cheaply, scotty and hassan khan steadied the ship and then moored her safely in "winners 

harbour" with unbeaten knocks of 52 and 22 respectively.  scotty's 52 included nine 4s and a 

maximum, whilst hassan's was a more watchful innings allowing scotty the licence. 
  

so two on the bounce for the 'loc with the most interesting facts coming out of the match being 

noman's plumetting average - he's down to 62.6 now! - and aamir kayani's new bowling alter-
ego making another appearance (2-0-3-0).  if ak gets a pair of spikes there's a few teams had 

better beware!  as ever, discuss on the message board! 

 

14/08/06 - stroll in the [pollok] park for the  13s 

 

monday night's mauling of kelburne by the 'loc's  under 13 side again demonstrated both the 

side's qualities but, also, the strength in depth the club enjoys at this level.  without 
representative players andrew umeed and haris mahmood, and regular humza din, the 13s 

nevertheless skittled kelburne out for 50 before knocking off the runs inside nine overs.  

carnage.   
 

the destroyers-in-chief for the 13s included umer aziz who was making his return (3 for 4) and 
asad alam (2 for 6), whilst usman amin's four overs for just 5 runs is also worthy of note.  as, 

indeed, was  the 'loc fielding: three run outs and two catches behind the sticks by scotty millen 

off genuine nicks tell their own stories. 

 

such was the 'loc's  dominance from the start (ball#1 saw umer remove the kelburne opener's off  

stump!) that max costello, danial chaudhry and saim rehman each took the opportunity of rolling 

their arm over.  each bowled well; max was a tad unlucky when a decent appeal was turned 
down and immediately followed by  arbuckle clipping the next two deliveries off his legs for 4s!  

that's what tends to happen.  all the bowlers bowleed tidily tho'. 

 
in reply it was regulation: scotty and skipper craig young were untroubled as they notched 

unbeaten 16s and 22s respectively.  the game was finished by shorty  hooking a no ball beamer 

for 4 - kinda' summed up kelburne's luck on the night, a night that started with half their side 

stuck in traffic.....i'm telling you; it was an omen.   
 



so the 13s march on - only one defeat and everything still to play for. 

 
14/08/06 - 18s win in style    

 
the 'loc's oldest junior side bounced straight back from the disappointment of capitulating against 

renfrew the week before by comprehensively disposing of paisley's kelburne at whitehaugh.    

 
the 'loc boys' win owed much to a much-improved  batting display.  last week's shambolic affair 

at renfrew was replaced by the top four racking up 143 for 2 in their twenty-over allotment, a 

total that  the 'loc bowlers and fielders would've been confident they'd defend.    

 
this they did with, particularly, doogie jayaratne and scott tarr bowling very tightly to put 

pressure on the home side's batting.   

 
the 'loc's 143 included two half centuries: doogie grabbed his, then got out; scotty, meanwhile, 

got to his 50 and registered a sheriff.  up top  noman's 29 and out saw his batting average for 
the 18s collapse to a mere figure  in the high 70s!  shame.   

 

the reply from kelburne started well mind you and, after losing a wicket without a run being on 
the 'board, the home side's allan  and mclister then added 70 for the first wicket.  after their 

partnership was broken, however, it was wicket after wicket as almost all the 'loc bowlers  

grabbed a victim or two.....or three in aamir kayani's case.    

 
your webmaster was tempted to mis-type the 'card of the game just to see how long it'd be 

before ak left a message on the "home" page pointing this out?!?  well done ak - a "3-for" is 

always nice.    
 

so, as noted, the 18s bounce back and their season's very much back on the rails again. 

 

11/08/06 - 11s back in action.....and the points! 

  

the under 11s hadn't played for a bit when they arrived to play prestwick down at the ayrshire's 

club henry thow oval ground.  the setting was pleasant enough albeit the ground was as burnt as 
something.....well as something very, very burnt!   

  

the game would take place on the astroturf wicket with the sun setting out to sea, and a decent 
crowd to boot.  the 'loc batted first and each pair contributed: only four wickets fell as three 

batters ended up in double figures.  saif sajjad hit 19, saad salim hit 24 and skipper andrew 
umeed 29 - all three were unbeaten.   

  

for prestwick, dunlop bowled tidily returning figures of 3 overs, 0 for 11.   

  

throwing in a healthy bundle of extras, the 'loc youngsters managed to set their hosts 319 to 

win.  was it enough?  could the 'loc guys bowl tidily enough and field sensibly?  only time would 

tell.  and what a time!  as the sun set and icicles formed on umpires' noses, the 'loc bowlers 
bowled straight and true and thirteen (yup, 13!) prestwick wickets fell.  included amongst the 11 

"bowled" wickets were a decent catch by andrew and a sensible run out by saad.   

  
the run out is worthy of explanation methinks: saad was smart-thinking-enough not to hurl the 

ball at the stumps when he noticed prestwick's martin slip mid-wicket; instead he simply collected 

the ball, ran to the bowlers end and clipped off a bail!  good thinking wee man.   

  



such was the carnage in the prestwick innings that only three batters didn't get out - the unlucky 

martin getting out a remarkable five times himself!  ouch!   
  

the 'loc 11s fielded well too: angus cumming and wasay saeed ran the boundaries efficiently and 
let very little past - mind you wasay got plenty practice behind saif'y who seemed to be wearing 

frying pans and not gloves judging by the 13 byes!   

  
so a win for the 11s and they go into the next match in good heart. 

  

11/08/06 - fielding fiasco! 

  
110 in 20 overs isn't the worst target to set your opposition in a twenty20 match.....unless, of 

course, you field like blindfolded, one-legged girls blouses!  what a shambles! 

  
the net result was prestwick 15s romped to their 111 target within 16 overs and took the wjcu 

league points back to the ayrshire coast.   
  

things had started well enough with 'loc openers craig young and aamir kayani putting on 88 for 

the first wicket.  and, with four overs left there was a chance the boys might post north of a-run-
a-ball 120.  as it was zaeem mirza and anscar bedi skuttled between the stumps for an over or so 

after both craig (caught) and aamir (run out) departed and 110 was the result.   

  

what was then needed was tight bowling and fielding to match.  what we got tho' was the exact 
opposite: six (yes, 6!) catches were grassed, balls were miss-fielded.....including one kicked (!) 

over the boundary rope - aaaaarrrggghhhh!  the guys just don't learn: in what could've,...no 

should've been a tight second half the 'loc youngsters simply weren't able to execute even the 
most basic of fielding drills: long barriers, soft hands, accurate throws, walking in, paying 

attention, concentrating, etc, etc, etc.  your webmaster feels he could simply press the 

"copy"/"paste" command when describing the 15s in the field; they just don't seem to get it!  

why?  that, i can't tell you dear reader i'm afraid.   

  

for the side only craig and aamir (with the bat), and zaeem and haris with the ball can hold their 

heads up - the rest?  well.....  back to basics next thursday guys - let's see you at practice. 
  

07/08/06 - 13s see off uddy in style! 

  
the under 13s returned to league action on monday when the rearranged wjcu encounter with 

tunnock uddingston took place at shawholm.  the night was warm, the deck firm and the oppo' 
perfectly pleasant!  as it should be.   

  

after skipper craig young had tossed, it was the mighty to bat.  the 'loc opened with andrew 

umeed and danial chaudhry.  danial was debuting for the under 13 league side after impressing 

in the under 13 xi fixtures and at practice.  but how would he do in the big time?  answer: quite 

well thank you very much!  31 retired to be precise.  well played sir. 

  
at the other end andrew also made a retiral-inducing 32, this after his usual early overs attempts 

to run himself out and/or get caught - only a spilled catch at point saved young mr umeed this 

time.   
  

but, bar these minor distractions, both danial and andrew played the uddingston attack with 

some degree of comfort: aided and abetted by a plethora of wides (37 in a total extras haul of 

46!), the pair put on 82 before andrew was first to retire allowing craig to the middle.  after 



danial then went for a rest scotty millen joined his skipper at the crease and, in effect, it was like 

the side starting again - two new batters in.   
  

craig and scott carried on where andrew and danial had left off.....until, that is, scott was trapped 
lbw by dennis eyles.  115 for 1. 

  

there were only two and a half overs left at this stage and so haris mahmood strode out with 
little time to play himself - luckily, as you know dear reader, he doesn't take any though!  a 

quick-fire 16 was then added by haris and craig at just over a-run-a-ball to leave the 'loc on 131 

for 1 at the end of their twenty-over allocation.   

  
to the uddy reply: with umer aziz being a no-show, the 'loc opened with asad alam in tandem 

with usman amin - these two bowled beautifully and after they'd bowled four each the visitors 

were 24 for 3, their top order blown away by a mixture of good catches (scotty and craig), and 
good bowling (usman had, in fact, grabbed all three!).   

  
from this position it was very unlikely the 'loc boys would lose and so haris was only asked to 

bowl two overs and craig and andrew weren't asked to turn their arms over at all.  instead, the 

skipper turned to saad salim, frankie rainey, humza din and max costello.  and no-one let their 
side down, collectively bowling their ten overs for just 23 runs and grabbing four wickets whilst 

they were at it - impressive chaps!   

  

so an easy win in the end against a determined, enthusiastic and well-drilled side.  next week it's 
kelburne at home. 

  

07/08/06 - 18s come up short.....after arriving short! 
  

the under 18s league visit to renfrew on monday was a miserable one: only eight players showed 

(!!!!!), they then batted like there were only two of 'em before bowling somewhat haphazardly to 

allow the points to go to the home side.   

  

why only eight?  well take your pick from "i'm in skye" (!), "i'm at a wedding" and "sorry, not 

tonight" all the way to failures to intimate call offs and "sorry i had no credit on my 'phone".  get 
yourselves sorted guys - what's your priority?  the season's short enough without picking and 

choosing which games you'd like to play in!   

  
sorry dear reader, i'm ranting i know, but it drives you nuts!  to the game.   

  
as noted, the 'loc batted first and, thanks to skipper doogie jayaratne's unbeaten 60, the 

defendable total of 103 was eventually posted.  it should've been much more had someone else 

held their hand up and chipped in.  as it was, senior players scotty tarr and noman kenneth could 

muster just 11 between 'em and it was left to the middle order [ed: if you can have a middle with 

only eight?!?] to scramble a few.  but 103, as noted, isn't the worst and wins many matches.   

  

but only if you bowl tidily.   
  

after his duck, hassan khan showed he was ring-rusty with the ball too as his five overs cost 40 - 

this added to the lack of a regular fourth bowler meant that the home side chased down the 
required runs inside eighteen overs to send the under 18s crashing to only their third reversal of 

the season.   

  



let's hope the lessons are learned: this time nothing too technical; just get yourselves to the club, 

and make yourselves available.  it's ridiculous a club like poloc with 140+ registered juniors can't 
field an eleven-body team.....ooops, ranting again: "and, relax!". 

 
04/08/06 - doom and gloom - yup, drumpellier away! 

  

friday night out in coatbridge never fills you with a sense of anticipation and friday the 4th 
confirmed just why!  a chilly august night with drizzle in the air and a dodgy deck with an umpire 

to match just about sums up the 'loc 15s' evening with drumps!  sigh.   

  

on the basis it's my job to pen match reports come hell or high water however i'll press on: the 
'loc boys were coming off the back of a four-out-of-five recent league record and were confident 

enough when setting off.  one look at the deck soon wiped smiles off faces however, particularly 

when they realised they were going to get first go!  the smile-less faces then turned to frowns as 
in-form craig young was then given a shocker of decision: caught behind down leg side leaving 

one which bruised ribs later confirmed certainly involved no ball on any bat!  shocker as noted. 
  

home ump', stevie wonder, then seemed to struggle with some other basics, like how to signal a 

4!  hmm. 
  

back to the action: 2 for 1 then became 7 for 2 when skipper zaeem mirza was caught and 

bowled.  then it was 12 for 3 as anscar bedi followed his skipper's example.....exactly, out for 5, 

caught and bowled.  the top order blown away then.  well, not quite: aamir kayani was still in - 
bluff!  caught mclenaghan for 13.  double hmm.   

  

in fact it was carnage all the way as 'loc batters came and were given the dreaded finger all too 
soon.  humayun amin, abdul zafar and scott millen rustled up 6 between'em in the middle order, 

and only a flurry from faisal mustafa, haris mahmood and muhsin din at the tail gave any 

respectability to the score.  64 all out - shambles!   

  

the successful drumps' reply was little better as a spectacle either: 65 for 3 with three batters 

getting 9 or less.  all in all a dreadful game on a shocker. 

  
any highlights?  probably only a blinder of a one-handed catch by the home side's darren pryde 

and team-mate stewart's 3 for 11.  for the 'loc?  zip, nada, nowt'! 

  
back to basics then: for the 'loc that means practice; for drumps' ump' it means...... 

 
28/07/06 - under 11s win comfortably to leave oppo' down in the drumps! 

  

friday the 28th at shawholm saw the under 11s entertain their counterparts from coatbridge's 

drumpellier club.  drumps arrived having won a few and lost a few this season, and sat mid-

table.  the 'loc were minus talisman skipper andrew umeed and so were led by the ever-

entertaining mr saad salim.  after the toss the boys were in the field. 

  
drumps would eventually set the 'loc youngsters 267 to win but that bare statistic hides the fact 

they actually scored 122 with the blade - their net 67 coming from the fact they lost eleven 

wickets.  the slightly bizarre nature of their batters' approach is best summed up by opening bat 
abdul sabri: young mr sabri's first eight balls face saw him cleaned up twice and caught by saad.  

hhhmmm.  his next eight balls faced saw him smash three 4s and a 6!  and he wasn't alone: 

master dunn, batting five, hit two 4s in his first three balls, was cleaned up twice in the next 

eleven balls during which time he scored just a single, before finishing by hitting three 4s in five 
balls!  anyway 266 for 11 it was and the 'loc had chipped in 47 extras. 



  

also of note is that ten of the eleven dismissals were bowled. 
  

to the reply: all the 'loc batters did their jobs.  saif'y sajjad and wasay saeed set the tone, adding 
33 in the first five overs - saif hooked [ed: fact!] the first ball of the innings for a lovely 4 to kick-

start things!  after these two, usman din and idrees hafeez played steadily and added a net 19, 

idrees 13 of them.  then abid chaudhry and umair amin came to the middle as the 'loc's third 
pairing.  abid joined usman as the only 'loc batters to get rolled over - umair played steadily 

enough and, arguably, struck the shot of the night when he hit the last ball of their five-over 

allocation through mid-wicket to the fence!  shot wee man! 

  
with five overs to play and saad and jasu singh to face them the 'loc were already four in front: 

what was needed was nothing silly.  saad's arrival greatly cheered the drumps' bowlers 

therefore!  but to give the skipper his due he played sensibly and only attempted to hit one into 
the burrell collection car park - this was spilled by drumpellier's mclenaghan luckily enough.  saad 

went on to score an unbeaten 19 and jasu 4 however to seal the win.  well played guys. 
 

24/07/06 - 13s cruise to emphatic win 

  
despite being without andrew umeed, max costello and a few others originally selected for 

match, the 'loc's mini-minors saw off the challenge from glasgow accies in some style at sun-

kissed shawholm on monday.   

  
batting first, the boys were quickly one down however as asad alam missed a kieron majhu 

delivery and it was 8 for 1.  craig young was holding up the other end tho' and, after haris 

mahmood had come and gone in double-quick time to make it 12 for 2, shorty was left with 
scotty millen as a partner.  these two showed good concentration and no little skill in then pulling 

the 'loc's innings back into line: a partnership of 78 being the outcome.   

  

both picked the right balls to play and ran sensibly between the wickets.  when the third wicket 

did fall it was scott that departed: bowled by a good delivery from glasgow accies young leggie 

wallia.  scott departed one short of a retirement-inducing 30.  he was obviously missing shorty 

who'd left the building a moment or two earlier for 31, retired.   
  

two new batters then: saad salim and usman amin.  then it was usman and the debut-making 

saim rehman.  why?  saad had missed a straight one.  usman and saim played well tho' and saw 
their side thru' to the end of their twenty-over allocation.  the score ended up at 121 for 4 with 

usman and saim both getting unbeaten 14s.  well played guys - nice to have some hitters later 
on in the line-up.   

  

122 to win then.  but, when accies were 13 for 2 after five overs in the face of great opening 

bowling from umer aziz (4-1-5-0) and usman (4-1-8-2) the game was effectively over as a 

contest.  mention must be made of usman's second victim: accies' 'keeper everden stumped by 

scott after a particularly smart bit of work behind the sticks.   

  
wickets continued to fall.....or at least they did in josh sajjad's second over: three of them.....in a 

row!  hat-trick time at shawholm: the victims were majhu, wallia and mcalpine, the last the hat-

trick ball!  then, with the game dead and spectators looking at watches and perhaps thinking all 
the excitement was over, the assembled masses were treated to a really impressive knock from 

accies' george clark.  batting five, clark played absolutely correctly and drove, defended and cut 

on/off both front and back foots to end up unbeaten on 28.  well played sir.  but to no avail as 

regards the match with the 'loc winning by 41 runs.  
  



josh sajjad finished with a "4-for" with usman's 2 for 8 and haris's 2 for 13 catching the eye too. 

  
24/07/06 - it's a nerve tingler at anniesland! 

  
the 18s are a swashbuckling mob that's true but monday's one-run win over glasgow accies at 

new anniesland represents tension beyond reasonableness!   

  
batting first the 'loc boys smashed an 8-an-over 160 for 2 to cruise onto easy street.....or so 

you'd have thought.  noman kenneth had top-scored with an unbeaten 72 (taking his average to 

something north of 130!) and a quick-fire 46 from doogie, also unbeaten, had produced the huge 

total.  the only casualties on the evening were scotty tarr who was adjudged run out, and zaeem 
mirza who was cleaned up on the astroturf deck by accies' sheridan.   

  

then the accies' reply: easy street soon turned out to have been a cul-de-sac and the 'loc were 
reversing back down it when, at 83 for 3 after ten overs, the home side were bang on track to 

win the thing!  zaeem and doogie were taking a bit of tap and sheridan was scoring boundaries 
on demand for accies.  126 for 4 with five overs left meant it was still on and sheridan was still 

in.  35 off 30 balls was the sketch: the 'loc car was not just reversing back down easy street, it 

had almost broken down.   
  

in fact with an over to go, and even tho' a few wickets had fallen, accies needed just 7 to win 

and the 'loc needed someone to bowl over 20.  the car was definitely sitting kerbside with the 

hazards on!  aa?  nope, no-one with those initials.  rac - still no-one.  sh?  "sh" - what sort of 
recovery plan's that?  answer: shoaib hafeez!   

  

the wee man [ed: and not just a glasgow "wee man", a literal one!] stepped up to the plate and 
delivered the killer blow for his side: . 4 . w . 1 was sufficient for the one-run win!  well done 

shoaib. 

  

but guys, it shouldn't have even been close: ridiculous fielding, eclectic field placing and some 

haphazard bowling and catching meant that defeat was so very nearly snatched from the jaws of 

victory.  as it was the 'loc motor purred away from anniesland with the win points in its boot! 

 
21/07/06 - under 15s win in gripping run chase! 

  

after fielding like flintstones, they batted like flintoffs!  who is your webmaster talking about?  
none other than the club's most flambouyant outfit: the under 15s!   

  
the roller-coaster ride that is watching the 'loc minors was going full pelt on friday night as riders 

saw 32 extras gifted to motherwell in a bowling and fielding display that was truly beyond belief 

only to then see their carriage climb the peak of the next curve with a run chase to die for!   

  

let's start at the beginning: the 'loc were without skipper zaeem mirza and humayun amin was 

standing in.  after arriving late the motherwell side batted first on a gem of a night in front of a 

healthy crowd.....okay, the last bit's made up!  the visitors opening duo started well and quickly 
put on 26 in their first five overs as haris mahmood, in particular, took a bit of stick.   

  

but then the break through: motherwell skipper keay was cleaned up by shoaib hafeez; played 
on.  this should've seen the 'loc push home their advantage but, eh, nope, it's the under 15s 

we're talking about here and the motherwell pair of yasir jamil and andy dougan put on 70 for 

the second wicket.  this stand wasn't helped by chaotic fielding and catastrophic bowling from 

the 'loc youngsters.   
  



what's that about guys: catches spilled, run outs missed, balls through legs, kicked over 

boundaries, over-throws - you name it, they tried it!   
  

but the second wicket did fall eventually: dougan out for 20.  this left jamil to scramble additional 
runs with team mates who came and went.  96 for 3 in the sixteenth over became 122 for 6 as 

humayun brought back haris and shoaib to bring some control to proceedings at the death: 16 

runs, only, coming off the last four overs.   
  

so 123 to win and light fading after phaffing about in the field added to the motherwell team's 

late arrival meant it was late when the 'loc boys went in.   

  
craig young again opened with aamir kayani and 6+ an over was the run rate.   

  

the two had put on 16 before aamir chipped one to keay at midwicket.  this brought humayun in 
and he and shorty added 30 before that man keay entered the fray again: this time a cut by 

humayun to him at point resulted in mid-wicket confusion and humayun became the victim of a 
run out.  oops.   

  

at this stage the run rate needed had risen to 8.1 an over.  77 from 59 balls.  anscar bedi came 
in at four and hit a run-a-ball 8 before faisal mustafa joined craig.  now it was 56 from 41 balls.  

  

it was at this point that the 'loc batters pressed on the accelerator: over 14 went for 13, 15 

earned the boys 7, 16 racked up another 13 - faisal was on fire and the wee man was stroking 
the ball to the boundary with ease.  over 17 started and 23 were still needed from 24 balls: 8 

were gathered.   

  
15 needed off 18 now.   

  

getting exciting, spectators prowling the boundary and the 'loc boys cheering on their mates!  

great sight.   

  

unbelievably then, 17 were smashed off over 18 with a 4 off the last ball seeing the home side 

home with two overs to spare - magic.  shorty finished 43 not out from 58 balls having batted 
through and faisal's fireworks had seen him get to 30 off just 18 balls!   

  

another win for the shawholm mavericks!   
  

in some ways the coaches were disappointed at the win though as lessons might not've been 
learned from the first half shambles - let's just hope they have been tho'!   

  

updated stat's online as is the scorecard. 

 

10/07/06 - mini-minors lose out to 'dale in shambolic circumstances! 

  

passers-by must've thought it was an outdoor practice for some comedy act for the edinburgh 
fringe - "keystone cops" doesn't come to close describing how laughable the under 13s 'fielding 

was as they snatched defeat from the jaws of victory against southside rivals clydesdale on 

monday night!   
  

chasing 105 to win on a deck so soft and bouncy it might've had one of those trampoline nets 

arround it for safety, and in conditions more suited to water polo than cric', the 'dale batters 

recovered from 43 for 5 after ten overs to win with eight balls to spare.  the winning runs 
probably summed things up: young chris mcrossan wearing an over-sized helmet and with a 



guard somewhere outside leg stump smashed ball 1 from andrew umeed for 6, then followed this 

with a straight drive over said master umeed's head!  but this was just the "icing" on the 'dale 
birthday cake: a cake that came with a card inscribed "dear clydesdale, have some boundaries on 

us, lots of love, the poloc u13s"!   
  

adopting a "name & shaming" approach in the hope some alleged superstars will remember that 

it's the basics that tend to win matches we'll run through the boundary miss-fields: top of the pile 
is s salim esq. with three, whilst in tied second are u minhas esq, h mahmood esq. and j ahmed 

esq. with one apiece.  that's 18 runs thrown away as, at toy-town titwood, any sensible long-

barrier on the boundary saves three.  then there was josh sajjad's miss-field that cost two and 

the 11 byes.   
  

deep, deep sigh.   

  
unbelievably amongst this carnage the 'loc bowlers had pretty much all bowled well: humza din 

bowled in tandem with haris and returned 2 for 11 in three overs, whilst asad alam's 1 for 14 in 
four and haris's 2 for 17 in four were ideal too.  asad will, however, look back on umair 

chaudhry's first ball and weep: hit straight back at him, asad had it, then didn't - umair would go 

on to score an unbeaten 23 to seal the 'dale victory.  and on the subject of dropped catches: 
junaid also grassed a "c&b" chance from mr soofi!   

  

isn't it interesting at practice that guys always moan about fielding practice saying they'd rather 

have a net!?!  what is it that wins matches?  do three runs saved count for less than three runs 
hit?? 

  

also essential to the home win was soofi's retirement-inducing unbeaten 31 - allegedly he's never 
hit it off the square before!   

  

105 had been the target after the 'loc had posted 104 for 2: andrew and haris both retiring and 

craig young chipping in with an unbeaten 14 at the end.  craig had actually opened with andrew 

but had had to retire hurt, only to return later on.  the 'loc batters batted well and 104 looked a 

decent total.....until the stevie wonder fielding display!  

  
and, finally, to add insult to injury, if coach keith young hadn't twice (!) talked mike stanger out 

of abandoning the game after cloud bursts the angst he later felt as his charges imploded 

could've been avoided: "nurse!"   
  

10/07/06 - 18s draw a blank   
  

the 'dale and 'loc 18s clashed at shawholm but, sensibly, the game never finished [ed: are you 

paying attention mr young?] - the 'dale were on 64 for 3 when conditions were bad enough to 

call it quits.   

  

the action that had pre-dated the call off had been lively though with the titwood boys collapsing 

to 12 for 3 at one stage before zeeshan bashir and ahmed dug their side out of trouble.  bashir's 
unbeaten knock also included a donk [ed: technical term!] on the helmet from a scotty tarr 

delivery - ouch!   

  
the game'll be replayed. 

 

09/07/06 - "kwik cricket" festival 

  



sunday the 9th saw shawholm host the latest wjcu under 10 "kwik cricket" festival.  nine teams 

appeared and, after the dust had settled, only one side was unbeaten: ferguslie!  the results 
were: 

  
ferguslie beat clydesdale, weirs 1 beat prestwick, poloc beat weirs 2, west of scotland beat 

uddingston. 

  
ayr beat clydesdale, ferguslie beat weirs 1, prestwick beat weirs 2, poloc beat west of scotland. 

  

clydesdale beat poloc, ayr beat weirs 1, ferguslie beat weirs 2, uddingston beat prestwick. 

  
uddingston beat ayr, prestwick beat west of scotland. 

  

well done to the poloc side of saad salim, saif sajjad, akbar malik, wasay saeed, laura young, 
mazlum opan, gowsikan jeyakumar and yatheesan ananthanathan.  pictures on the "match 

photos" section. 
  

07/07/06 - 15s go down narrowly in glenpark thriller 

  
the 'loc's under 15s ended up the only 'loc junior side playing cric' on friday night after the 

greenock 11s were "no-shows" at shawholm.  [ed: what's that all about?]   

  

the 15s had lost to their glenpark rivals in the cup earlier in the season but have shown great 
improvement of late and were in confident mood.  gubber being found in birmingham and not 

shawholm tho' meant it was ten 'loc men that travelled!   

  
the home side won the toss and decided to have first "go".  opening for them was chirag singh 

and greg daisley - mr singh can bat a bit and had already notched a century this season against 

west.....in eight (yes 8!) overs.  unfortunately for the 'loc he was in form again!  and, 105 runs 

later he'd almost single-handedly helped his side rack up 147 for 6.  well played. rumour has it 

that when greenock play east kilbride chirag and ek's scott dalgleish are just gonna' play a single-

wicket comp' to save their teammates having to travel! 

  
but mr s's knock wasn't without chances however as he was dropped by shoaib off haris's 

bowling and skipper zaeem mirza walked under a catch that went into the sun off craig young's 

bowling - zaeem took a couple of steps to the left only for the ball to land in his original foot 
prints!  ah well, i guess these things happen.   

  
to the rest of the home side's innings: singh pretty much dominated affairs and it's almost 

unbelievable that zaeem's bowling figures were 5-1-16-1 in the face of the onslaught.  well 

bowled sir.   

  

the 'loc's fielding also saw'em run out three greenock batters: haris grabbing two and that man 

mirza the other.   

  
zaeem was obviously trying to contend in the m.o.t.m. stakes with chirag as he then put on 108 

with craig young in a second wicket stand that gave the 'loc real hope of chasing down the target 

of 148 to win.  zaeem had joined shorty when aamir kayani'd departed for a blob, cleaned up by 
sharman.   

  

the 'loc reply was always a little behind the asking rate of nearly 7.5 but was 61 for 1 after ten 

overs and 96 after 15.  when shorty went for 46 to break the partnership and zaeem went next 
over for one more, realistic hopes of winning departed as new batters appeared, but without 



having theirs eyes in were always gonna' struggle.  still 130 for 3 chasing 148 against the 

national under 15 cup semi-finalists in their own backyard is no mean feat and the guys again 
demonstrated their great improvement.   

  
the skipper, as ever this season, led by example and his bowling, run out and 47 probably just 

shaded mr singh.....discuss. 

 
23/06/06 - even ten can't beat the mighty!   

  

the 'loc's under 11 match at new cambusdoon was a ten-a-side affair as both sides took the 

opportunity of giving as many youngsters a game as possible.  skipper andrew umeed was back 
in the ranks and added weight [ed: metaphorically only!] to the 'loc's batting and 

bowling.....three run outs later showed he could field too!   

  
the 'loc batted first with jasu singh and idrees hafeez opening.  with ten in the side each pair had 

four overs each to bat - the reduced allocation being interpreted by most as being all the excuse 
needed to completely ignore coach young's pre-match instructions about playing straight and 

waiting for bad balls.  sigh.....  back to the 'loc batting.   

  
at the end only four wickets would fall, most caused by poor shot selection and/or dodgy running 

- guys!?!  but of note were saad salim's unbeaten 16 and the skipper's 22*.  and, after the 

metaphoric dust had settled, the target for ayr was 270 to win.   

  
in the field as ayr chased this target, the 'loc boys fielded sensibly enough although there's still a 

tendency to imitate piranhas sensing a blood kill when the run out chances present themselves!  

and, mr salim, for 1,254,567,385th time, you can't appeal for lbw from point!   
  

the 'loc bowling was commendably tight as the nine bowlers used conceded just twelve wides in 

their twenty overs.   

  

finally, mention of abid chaudhry's assured catch and andrew's three (yes, 3!) run outs.  nice.  

oh, and wasay saeed celebrated his debut for the mighty with two wickets in his first two balls, 

finishing with 2 for 1 - easy game this cricket wasay! 
  

23/06/06 - 8-an-over minors see off ayr! 

  
a stunning 103-run little & large opening partnership between craig young (54) and aamir kayani 

(41) saw the 15s pretty far down easy street against ayr at shawholm on friday.  the 'loc duo 
drove, cut, pulled and pushed their way to a hundred opening stand allowing the rest of the 

batters to play their strokes coming after them and the 'loc to rack up 168 in their twenty-over 

allocation. 

  

they'd been particularly harsh on opening bowler calum mclaughlin who went for 26 in his two 

overs.  it was 12-year old craig's maiden 'loc half century - well done - and continued aamir's 

good form with the blade.  shorty's knock included three 6s, one colliding with a watching [ed: or 
not!] team-mate, max costello!  behind them, skipper zaeem mirza re-emphasised his current 

rich vein of form with an assured 26 whilst others chipped in to keep the run rate above 8s! 

  
169 to win then and, surely, the 15s couldn't let this slip?  answer: a categoric "no they couldn't" 

as they restricted the visitors to 111 - taking 9 wickets in the process.   

  

zaeem's 4-1-7-2 set the standard with haris mahmood again showing he can play at this higher 
age group with 1 for 17 in his five-over spell.   



  

for ayr, smith was a tad unlucky not to be the second half centurion of the night as he skied a 
full toss from spinner humayun amin to shoaib hafeez who, amidst a silence that would make a 

pin scared to drop, pouched the catch that sent smith back to the hutch.  ouch!  this was one of 
humayun's two victims on the night - the other a blinding catch at mid-wicket by craig that put 

paid to the unlucky mclaughlin. 

  
so that's four wins now - where will this run end?  when will the boys wake up, roll over and see 

from their calendars the season's not yet started yet.....what an improvement, what a side - 

credit the coaches! 

 
19/06/06 - 13s league unbeaten run continues 

  

the 'loc's under 13s won again on monday night.  after the cup upset to clydesdale the previous 
friday the 'loc boys were looking (in fitba' parlance) to "bounce back"!  this they did in emphatic 

style chasing down ayr's not-too-uncompetitive 72 for 8 in just 43 balls!  nice one.  the only 
casualty in the run chase was craig young who went for a run that wasn't so much a single as a 

third!  mind you, scotty millen's night could've been different had either of the first two [ed: yes, 

the first two!] balls he faced been snatched by the ayr fielder at point.  such are the vagaries of 
cric'! 

  

after ayr had posted 72 in their twenty-over allotment, the 'loc opened with a different batting 

line up: scott and haris were pushed up the order after having gone for first-ball ducks against 
clydesdale in the cup match.  they responded with retiring 30+s each - well done guys.  also up 

the order again was asad who, after his 17 against the 'dale, deserved the chance.   

  
72 had been posted by the visitors after a slow start.  13 was on the board after nine overs and 

50+ was probably the stuff of ayrshire pipe dreams at this stage.  but, thanks to calum 

mclaughlin's big hitting and calum ablett's patience, the seasiders clawed their way to 

respectability.  mclaughlin was particularly harsh on the 'loc's spinners as he got to 31.  mr ablett 

on the other was more patient and, ironically, was bowled by a spinner - one of craig's two 

victims on the night.  best bowling for the 'loc was haris mahmood's 2 for 2, but mention too 

should be made of usman amin's 4-2-5-0 that was a very nice spell.   
  

in the field the 'loc were competent and the horror show of drumpellier in that department seems 

to no longer be showing!   
  

next up are clydesdale, in the league.....but only after two weeks off - the next two mondays 
being free weeks. 

  

19/06/06 - 18s' trip to the seaside ends with sand in their faces   

  

after two wins in their opening wjcu league matches, the 'loc's under 18s made the trip to ayr to 

take on their seasider oppo's at new cambusdoon. 

  
on a decent enough night for cric' the long journey started with frustration as noman kenneth 

and hasan akhtar were declared mia - that's missed in ayr!  noman was stuck on the other dide 

of town and hasan,.....well who knows??   
  

after a late arrival caused by hanging around for mr a, the game was shortened to an eighteen18 

affair - the ayr boys having "first go".  this they in some style with andy mcelnea showing the 

way with an undefeated 62.  he was assisted in compiling a big home total by smith initially (15) 
and then mitchell (35).   



  

and big it was: 134 for 1 is an imposing twenty-over total, never mind in two overs less.  so 135 
to win at almost sevens - a fast start from the 'loc openers was needed.  scotty and the doogler 

went "up top" but neither could hang around long enough to anchor a decent run chase.  scotty 
was first to go, out for 7, with sandun going on to make 21.   

  

best battig for the 'loc, score-wise, came from zaeem mirza - the big fella's in good nick for the 
15s and 18s with bat and ball - he'd earlier bowled reasonably tidily and his unbeaten 24 was a 

steady enough knock.   

  

around him, after scott's and the skipper's demise, he would see robbo' go cheaply (7) and then 
aamir (2) before anscar survived to notch a sheriff (5*).   

  

so defeat - 85 for 5 wasn't the worst eighteen over score you'll see but, in fairness, ayr never 
looked like losing.  credit to mcelnea for a sparkling knock that won his side the game.  next 

week the 18s entertain league new boys paisley at home. 
 

16/06/06 - mini-mini-minors lose in close finish 

  
cricket as it should be!  nice night, pleasant company, good natured banter, no midges (!) and a 

close finish.  the location was anniesland as the 'loc's under 11s took on their glasgow accies 

counterparts.   

  
batting first the 'loc's youngest outfit managed a net 49 as all bar one of the batters lost a life - 

abid chaudhry was the one left standing at the end of his pairing's five-over allotment.  2 not 

out.   
  

best for the 11s was saad salim (skipper for the night) with a net 9 - a good captain's knock, 

whilst siddiqui (the elder!) took 3 for 8 for accies.   

  

so 250 to win for the homesters: things started well for them too as opening pair andrew allen 

and that man siddiqui put on a net 22 in the first five overs.  in fact, things were looking pretty 

bleak for the 'loc guys until accies mr khan showed he could.....could get out that is - four times!  
that'll be double-top to the 'loc!   

  

game [back] on!  with five overs left accies needed another 6 runs only to win.....so long as they 
didn't lose wickets.  maybe the 'loc boys smelled the fear or the accies batters got nervous but 

the runs then stopped.  over sixteen saw 2 scored, seventeen saw just 1, eighteen another 1 and 
so 4 were needed from the last twelve balls.   

  

haris hasseb bowled over nineteen and had figures of three overs, 0 for 5 at the start of it.  but 

maybe the nerves had jumped from batters to bowler as haris's arm seemed to stiffen up and 

four wides were bowled.  don't worry mr haseeb, it can happen to the best of players!   

  

all accies had to do was not lose wickets then, and they didn't - they ran out winners by 10 runs.  
  

16/06/06 - defeated snatched from victory!  

  
the under 13s went out of the under 13 cup on friday to rivals clydesdale after losing a game 

they should've won.  batting first the 'dale were thankful to two batters retiring with 30+ scores 

as none of the rest of their side made it into double figures. 

  



patrick barbour smashed a quick fire 33 [ed: about 13 on other than titwood's toytown 

boundaries!] and khalid, batting five, made exactly 30.  bar these two it was carnage as four 
'dale batters came, took guard, quacked and left.  but what might the real damage have been if 

umer aziz had clung on to a catch to dismiss barbour when he was in single figures - hhhmmm. 
  

107 was the home side's final total, all out.  extras had contributed 18 of'em too! 

  
in reply the 'loc were on easy street at 47 for 0 in the ninth - then bang, bang, bang.....we're 

dead!  andrew umeed, who'd made 23, was stumped off mahmood's bowling and then, as 

skipper craig young watched on from the non-striker's end, scotty millen and haris mahmood 

came and went in consecutive deliveries!!  what's going on?!?  scott just missed one, whilst haris 
hit ball #1 from his namesake down a fielder's throat.  now it was advantage the 'dale.   

  

asad alam gave craig some support, but when the skipper was adjudged lbw playing forward to 
leg-spinner mahmood it was the 'dale bowler's fourth scalp and virtually game over.  asad made 

17 before being run out by henderson and the tail forgot to/wasn't allowed to/couldn't wag [ed: 
delete as appropriate].  77 for 9 and defeat by 29 - revenge in the league will have to suffice. 

  

honestly, coach young leaves that bloke hampson in charge for just one match..... 
  

16/06/06 - 15s can't stop winning!   

  

the 15s won again - the latest victims were glasgow accies who left shawholm on friday night 
having been soundly beaten.  chasing 104 to win the northsiders could muster only 83 with 

destroyer-in-chief being shoaib hafeez who snatched a "5-for". 

  
batting first the 'loc had made their runs thanks mainly to aamir kayani's 20 at the top of the 

innings and anscar bedi's own score of "a score" batting at five.  the skipper missed out this 

week when he was caught for just 3 and only faisal mustafa otherwise concerned the accies' 

bowlers with his 9.  mr extras was a helpful contributor though, chipping in more than 40!  ouch! 

  

corrie dick produced the best bowling stat's for accies with a "4-for". 

  
in the reply, the glasgow accies boys relied heavily on an unbeaten 49 from mcnaught with no-

one else getting into double figures.  the pressure had been on the visitors from the start of their 

reply and they were 9 for 3 before they knew it!  zaeem mirza made up for his batting with 2 for 
7 in his five overs and shoaib's "5-for"'s already been mentioned. 

  
crikey, guys, three wins and counting now! 

 

11/06/06 - 13s win in classic run chase 

  

the 13s long unbeaten run continued on monday night in coatbridge as the youngsters saw off 

drumpellier in a good game of cricket.   

  
on a dampish deck, the home side batted first and scored 75 for the loss of just 3 wickets.  none 

of the 'loc's five bowlers were particularly expensive, with haris mahmood's four overs for just 5 

runs and usman amin's 2 for 10 being the stand out performances.  but, a number of the others' 
bowling figures could've been so much better as four, sorry five (!), catches were grassed!  there 

were also 6 byes leaked by stand-in 'keepers andrew umeed and haris who each took a ten-over 

"turn" after scotty millen called off late after injuring himself high-jumping!  with max costello 

unavailable too it was arguably a weakened 'loc fielding side before a ball was bowled  
  



but this was surely no excuse for a shambolic display that monty panesar would've been 

embarrassed by.  drump's batters ran a remarkable 26 singles as 'loc fielders looked on in casual 
abandon - what's goin' on there guys - thinking, thinking, thinking.  it's the basics: walking in, 

attacking the ball, being brave, long-barriers, fast arms, etc, etc, yawn.....   
  

to drumpellier's credit however their batters took full advantage and connelly (20*) and perman 

(19) both scored well, as did miles (12).  in the end it was 75 for 3 then and three-and-a-half 
was the asking rate. 

  

with scotty and max missing the 'loc line up was missing two hitters too and so the burden fell 

onto the others to bat sensibly, including season's debutants humza din and josh sajjad if called 
upon. 

  

the 'loc run chase started badly when andrew ran out asad alam - guys!!  this brought craig 
young to the middle and the umeed/young combo' was to be asked to dig the 'loc out of another 

hole again - ironically one they'd help dig in the field!   
  

13 off the first 5 overs was fine, 30 at the halfway mark was ideal, 52 after 15 was a nice 

acceleration and, after andrew had retired, craig and new arrival haris saw the side home with 7 
balls left just as the rain came on.  haris finished things comprehensively with a mid-wicket 

maximum!  nice. 

  

a good game then, played in good spirit where both sides had batted sensibly - the 'loc guys 
were hopefully paying attention to the drump's significantly more committed fielding display 

however!   

  
next week it's ayr at home 

  

11/06/06 - 18s at a canter   

  

the under 18s under doogie jayaratne went "2&2" in this season's wjcu league with a win in a 

hurry against visitors east kilbride at shawholm on monday.  

  
the skipper led the way by scoring an unbeaten 28 as the 'loc chased 88 to win.  this they did for 

the loss of no wickets in just 8 overs.  now that's comprehensive.  

  
the target had been set by scott dalgleish and ten others - the impressive ek opener scoring a 

remarkable 70 out of his side's 87 runs in the 18.4 overs the visitors batted for.  dalgleish is a 
talent and his innings included nine 4s and three 6s - impressive sir!   

  

he was, however, eventually removed by a top boundary catch by abdul zafar off doogie's 

bowling. but the stand-out bowling was from shoaib hafeez who bowled straight and full and 

finished with 4 for 7 in his 4 overs.  mind you zaeem mirza's 2 for 12 at the top of the ek innings 

was equally impressive and important.  

  
so two games and two wins - nice start.  

  

finally: a message to noman kenneth - get yourself some anti-histamine mate! 
 

 

09/06/06 - 11s go 3 and 1 

  



the 11s under andrew umeed's skipper-ship [ed: is that a word?] saw off a kelburne side at 

shawholm on friday.  the visitors batted first on a glorious night for cric' but were quickly in 
trouble when dwyer was cleaned up second ball by saad salim. 

  
in fact this would set the tone for the night as far as kelburne's batting was concerned: regular 

"w"s in the scorebook.  unluckily that costs you 5 runs every time in this form of cricket and 

when your webmaster tells you there was -80 in the wickets column you'll guess just how many 
visitor wickets fell. 

  

in amongst this carnage was the extraordinary too - six run outs.....four in a row!  four different 

fielders, both ends, both batters!  bonkers!  the final run out, it must be said, was almost not 
recorded as prostrate batter, both umpires and the scorer wept tears from their eyes! 

  

to the gist of the score: 98 runs less 80 for wickets lost left the 'loc target at 219 (or a net 19) to 
win.  what was needed was sensible batting, in other words playing straight, clear calling and no, 

i would repeat, no run outs!  and the guys responded. 
  

after kelburne had bowled their twenty overs only one 'loc scalp had been taken and 119 had 

been recorded leaving the team on a net 314!  a big win. 
  

best for the 'loc were saad salim who bowled his four overs for only 12 runs, abid chaudhry who 

took 2 for 14 and jasu singh whose smart catch was pleasing to the coaches!  oh, and the 

skipper took 3 for 1 and smashed an unbeaten 42 - easy game this isn't it andrew!  for kelburne, 
o'connell's net 19 was a good knock and included five 4s. 

  

09/06/06 - 15s win again!.....it's true!! 
  

after breaking their competitive league win duck first up against west of scotland the 15s might 

have been excused for thinking that might've been a flash in the pan.  but no - friday saw them 

return from the north side [ed: a pleasure in itself] with another two wjcu league points. 

  

ghk were the second north side club to suffer at the 'loc's hands this year when they failed to 

chase 105 for the win.  batting first the 'loc boys were looking for a base from which to post a 
defendable total.  with this in mind the coaches stuck craig young in with skipper zaeem mirza.  

and, guess what, the plan worked - both would record 22 and provide the base that let the side's 

swingers and hitters grab runs later on. 
  

and, guess what, this worked too - scotty millen obliging with a cameo 20 in the last couple of 
overs (including four 4s) after aamir "i want to bat where i choose" kayani had sulked his way to 

14.  [ed: aamir's team sheets must be easy to type up seeing as they have his name eleven 

times one assumes!] 

  

in the end analysis, 104 for 4 was a decent enough total, and certainly defendable.  what was 

now needed was some straight bowling, tight fielding and nowt' grassed when it came to 

catching chances offered.  and, almost despite the guys' best endeavours, they managed to do 
just enough in these categories to record the win.  the bare stat's though in some areas are a tad 

revealing: 14 byes, 8 in wides and no balls and some "wandering" and lack of concentration - 

com' on guys: pay attention! 
  

as it was haris mahmood's 5-1-11-3 and the skipper's 5-1-14-0 were enough that the home side 

failed to grab the remaining 80 or so from the other ten overs.  so win #2 - feels good doesn't it 

- but, though there are signs of improvement, much more's needed as regards staying focussed, 
organised and thinking and playing as a unit.  com' on the mighty [u15] 'loc!!. 



 

06/06/06 - a day's a long time in cricket'ing! 
  

noman kenneth discovered what a "funny game" cric' can be on tuesday night when his side 
crashed out of the 2006 frank smith trophy at the first round stage.  noman had smashed an 

unbeaten 119 the night before and so, when he was heading back to the pavilion after having 

scored just 5 on tuesday he must've been wondering what had happened overnight to his luck!  
that was 11 for 1 as the 'loc had first go of the wicket in the twenty-over contest that is the fst. 

  

wickets would fall regularly throughout the guys' innings as partnerships failed to materialise bar 

the 30 put on for the fourth wicket between zaeem mirza and aamir kayani.  in the end analysis 
these two would end up the only two 'loc batters in double figures - zaeem with 38, a top effort 

and one that gave the boys something to try and defend at least.  their total of 94 was helped by 

20 extras, including seven no balls, five from mr paton! 
  

95 to win then at around five-an-over.  things started well enough with glasgow accies 27 for 3 in 
the seventh over.  hassan khan with one and the 'loc's motm zaeem with two had burst a hole in 

accies' top order.  opener maclachlan was still in though and batting sensibly.  and, after a quick 

13 from the home side's hat-trick hero corrie dick, it would be a 40-run partnership between 
maclachlan and mr no balls himself, paton, that would swing the pendulum accies' way.  paton 

eventually departed after hassan rearranged his stumps; this after maclachlan's important knock 

had been ended by noman rearranging his!  the tail in - but, only 5 needed.  1 run off over 

eighteen boded well but when haris's first ball of his second over went for 4, courtesy of accies' 
young, it was all over. 

  

a good match played in good spirit on a lovely night - but defeat nonetheless.  how costly were a 
couple of mis-fields, those two overthrows, the twelve wides and no balls??? they all add up in 

these close games - lessons will, hopefully, be learned. 

  

05/06/06 - double for the mini-mighty! 

  

the 'loc youngsters in action on monday both saw off northside rivals hillhead in a 13s/18s 

combo'.  the 13s travelled to hughenden where they skittled the home side out for just 45 before 
chasing down their target inside 14 overs. 

  

the 'loc bowlers did the damage and set the scene for the win - haris mahmood, usman amin and 
umer aziz softening up the home side batters before the guile of andrew umeed and craig young 

spun out the tail.  top marks too, to scotty millen for a tidy stumping off mping off andrew and to 
decent catches by nicholas black (making his debut) and usman amin who took a genuinely good 

"grab" off his own bowling. 

  

the 'loc bowlers all contributed as noted, with usman's 3 for 5 and craig's 2 for 5 the standout 

stat's.  the only clouds to the silver lining were lazy fielding efforts from haris, asad alam and 

frankie rainey .  guys, you've got to use two hands and get to that ball quick!  haris compounded 

matters by dropping a straight forward catch off craig's bowling too.  as ever, max costello set 
the standard in the fielding department with another top-notch display around the paddock. 

  

in reply the 'loc opened with asad and andrew and, after asad had gone cheaply, haris got his 
first chance with the blade this season.  he'd scord a sensible enough 5 when he not-so-sensibly 

played back to an in-swinger from kanibar that nailed him lbw.  this left craig and andrew to add 

the remaining 24 needed for victory - both being not out at the end. 

  
another win then, and that unbeaten run stretches to eighteen matches. 



  

meanwhile, at shawholm, it was the noman kenneth show as the 18s' opener smashed an 
unbeaten 119 that included nineteen 4s and three 6s!  outstanding.  he was ably supported as 

the 'loc boys put on 220 by robin morley's unbeaten 34 and mr extras who racked up 32. 
  

in reply hillhead never really got going as scotty tarr dealt with their top order, taking four 

scalps.  this allowed the skipper to bowl eight bowlers!  hillhead hung around to use their twenty 
overs but could muster only 77 - michael frohlich's unbeaten 27 being worth a mention. 

  

and a special thanks to young josh sajjad who stepped in at the last minute to play - he was 

rewarded with a bowl.....and a wicket! 
  

so a good win and a great start to the 18s season. 

 
 

02/06/06 - 11s record win number two! 
  

the under 11s travelled to helensburgh on friday night to play the locals there in the wjcu 

league.  batting first the 'loc youngsters scored an impressive net 106, making their score 306.  
top-scorer was skipper andrew umeed whose unbeaten 40 was impressive, including seven 4s 

and a 6!  other useful performances were put in by saad salim (net 14) and abid chaudhry (10 

not out). 

  
angus cumming, too, deserves a mention after he had to do a double shift - saif sajjad being a 

"no-show" at 5pm; where were you mr sajjad??  but somewhat bizarrely, angus finished both his 

five-over spells by nicking the last ball of each to the wicket-keeper - astonishing!  unlucky 'gus. 
  

so a net 107 to win.  being a man down the 'loc were grateful to young murray from helensburgh 

who fielded manfully for them.  thanks murray. 

  

the home side never really looked like threatening a win but losing only two wickets in their 

twenty overs was an impressive showing from such a young side.  their top scorer was thomson 

who, with net 11, was the only batter to end up in double figures. 
  

for the 'loc on the bowling and fielding sides, andrew's four overs at a cost of just a run was 

exceptional, whilst angus's three overs cost just 8 and he ran out thomson to boot.  on debut, 
jasu singh was the only 'loc bowler to take a wicket; bowling wardle in his first over. 

  
in the end analysis the home side finished on net 68, some 38 shy of the 'loc's total - a good win 

then with only seven players.  but where, oh where, was saify.......? 

 

01/06/06 - 13s march on in the cup 

  

the 'loc's under 13 side progressed smoothly to the fourth round of the mcc "spirit of cricket" 

national under 13 club championship on thursday night with a convincing win over paisley side 
ferguslie.  even though the home side was without its talis-men, [ed: excuse the terrible pun!] 

gregor preston-jones and sean docherty, this was a good win over a typically well-drilled outfit. 

  
having won the toss, skipper craig young invited the feegie boys to bat.  the 'loc opened with 

usman amin and haris mahmood.  13 for 0 after the first two overs didn't bode well for the 

youngsters but usman found his line and length in over #3 to bowl a maiden and "steady the 

ship".  and, when umer aziz took the first wicket of the evening with his first ball of the night, 
things were definitely swinging [ed: literally!] the 'loc boys' way.  17 for 1 and friel back in the 



"hutch".  michael english was then joined by stuart darroch in the middle and the latter 

announced his arrival by clipping his third ball for a 4 through mid-wicket.  this was the home 
side's most potent partnership and it had to be broken quickly if the 'loc were to restrict ferguslie 

to a reasonable total.  and, broken it was when darroch's stumps were re-arranged by haris 
bowling from the opposite end from which he'd started.  23 for 2 in the sixth. 

  

english was still in though and batting very nicely, and the total increased slowly but steadily 
before, with 28 on the 'board, home captain josh rutnagur was bowled by umer.  but english was 

still in. 

  

then the turning point: andrew umeed, who was bowling in tandem with leg-spin twin craig, 
removed english - out for 20 with the total on 41.  this sparked a collapse as ferguslie slumped to 

41 for 8 with each of whitehill, sarode, preston-jones, clarke and addie going without scoring - 

andrew picked up another wicket, craig three and sarode was run out by craig.  oooooopps! 
  

only a last wicket partnership of 13 between mapplebetck and jack saved their side from a sub-
50 total.  59 for 9 was the final score. 

  

all the 'loc bowlers bowled well with none going for more than 15 in their four overs - best 
though were andrew (4-1-10-2) and craig (4-3-5-3) after haris and umer had opened up the top 

order. 

  

60 to win. 
  

after his sensible batting against kilmarnock, asad alam was asked to open again - he was joined 

"up top" by andrew.  the two batted well; sensibly dealing with pretty decent bowling and 
stroking, rather than trying to smash, the bad balls.  the guys very nearly put on 50 for the first 

wicket in fact - andrew being run out with the total on 45. 

  

this brought scott millen to the crease and he proceeded to put the game beyond all doubt with a 

handsome 6 over mid-wicket in his run-a-ball cameo 9.  scotty's departure to a sharp catch by 

rutnagur at short-ish cover allowed craig to get to the middle to hit the winning runs for the 'loc.  

well played too, to asad - 14 not out. 
  

so another good alround performance with special mention in despatches to max costello for 

another standard-setting fielding display! 
 

29/05/06 - under 13s stay undefeated 
  

after a week off when the weather put paid to their league encounter with uddingston the 

monday previously, the under 13s travelled south to take on kilmarnock on the 29th.  skipper 

craig young won the toss and asked the kilmarnock boys to bat.  this they did - just.  the small 

matter of twenty overs after haris mahmood had opened the attack on his return from pakistan, 

the home side had mustered just 17.....for 9.  yikes.  this was due, it has to be said, to good tight 

bowling in the main - and, when required, the fielding was entirely satisfactory on a bumpy'ish 
outfield. 

  

it's hard to find fault with any of the 'loc bowlers and such was the scale of the inroads made into 
the top of the killie batting order by haris and umer aziz that it allowed junaid ahmed, hassan 

shabbir, frankie rainey and josh bawa to turn their respective arms over - his left, in frankie's 

case!  and they didn't let anyone down: junaid returned figures of 1 for 0 in three overs, hassan 

0 for 3 in his two, frankie 0 for 3 in his three and josh 0 for 1 in the single over he bowled.  craig 
and asad alam weren't even required. 



  

so, 18 to win and, seeing as they'd not been required to bowl, craig and asad opened the 
batting.  highlights of the 'loc reply are best summed up as follows: 

  
1. asad running one short much to craig's annoyance; 

2. craig being bowled by a shooter - described as having gone under the stumps by one killie 

onlooker; and 
3. scotty pulling a full toss for a leg-side 6. 

  

thank you and good-night.  the under 13s play ferguslie next in the third round of the national 

club championship and the paisley side will be a much different proposition. 
  

24/05/06 - 13s in cup miracle win! 

  
in what makes lazarus's comeback seem straightforward, the 'loc's under 13s somehow contrived 

to win a match they appeared to have lost and that had more twists than a script of 24!  here's a 
few of the nails that were applied to the 'loc coffin before the corpse was revitalised: batting first 

the youngsters were 10 for 1 after five overs with mr reliable, andrew umeed, having gone 

cheaply for 6.  then they were reduced to 37 for 4 when skipper craig young smashed one down 
deep mid-off's throat in the eleventh over, out for just 10 leaving scotty millen to "hold the fort", 

a.k.a. the lower order.  42 for 5 then followed after max costello and asad alam left the middle 

impersonating donald [ed: of the disney feathered and not baggy green variety!].  what a 

shambles - in fact, had it not been for scott's dogged 25, the 'loc might not have posted a total of 
any significance at all - well done mr m; and mention, too, of saad salim's valuable 9 not out 

near the end - although 9* doesn't nearly reflect the sheer effort the wee man puts in to some of 

his "fresh air shots"!  slow down saad, slow down man! 
  

70 to win - "toffee" in the words of the 'loc's illustrious groundsman, surely!  well, at 47 for 2 

after seven overs of the home side's reply, the answer seemed "absolutely".  fraser rodger's 

quick-fire 32 had seen prestwick's run chase not so much start quickly as require a post-match 

dope test.  32, and retired.  and out of 36 on the board at the time tells the tale of mr rodger's 

impact at the top of the order.  and, so do usman amin's and asad alam's bowling figures: four 

overs for 29 and an over for 14 respectively - ouch!  in fact all the prestwick players [ed: bar ross 
patterson, perhaps, who'd been run out by fraz'!] must've thought it was "game, set and match" 

at this point. 

  
after fraser departed, however, the rot set in.  the 'loc boys had been stunned but not k.o.'ed by 

rodger and dug in.  a change of plan saw the leg spinners turned to and, on a slow, low turning 
pitch, craig and andrew bowled their eight overs at a cost of just 16 runs to at least make the 

contest interesting.....and take it beyond the three-quarter mark!  then, with success being 

achieved and wickets falling and runs drying up like a bloke standing at a bar beside giffer [ed: 

that's a joke for senior club members!], the game was beginning to look less of a "shoe-in" for 

the seasiders.  48 for 3 in the ninth had become 62 for 7 in the seventeenth and the outrageous 

suddenly looked possible. 

  
was "game, set and match" going to become "game, set and snatch"?!? 

  

frankie rainey had been impressing coaches at practice and was making his season's debut - then 
he had been thrown the ball.  over #1, a maiden!  over #2 a wicket!  67 for 8 and 2 needed to 

win, 1 to draw,....and none to lose!  josh bawa to bowl over nineteen, already having two scalps 

in his bag - ball #1 of the over and it's all over - hill clean bowled and a win for the mini-mighty! 

  
unbelievable! 



  

where did the 'loc win it?  only six wides compared to prestwick's eighteen certainly helped as it 
meant the 'loc batted for a net two extra overs!  some tight fielding and boundary running 

certainly saved runs late on (well done max in particular), and who can forget frankie's and josh's 
death-spell bowling!  1 for 5 and 3 for 4 respectively after craig and andrew had applied the 

brakes! 

  
ferguslie await in round three. 

 

12/05/06 - 11s snatch defeat from the jaws of victory! 

  
ten overs into their reply to ferguslie under 11s' 109 (net), the 'loc under 11s were sitting very 

nicely: 48 (net) and no wickets down.  and, with skipper andrew umeed still to bat everything 

looked lined up for a push to a second win.  eh, not so fast!  overs 11 to 20 would see ten 'loc 
wickets fall - all bowled bar one lbw - and only a handful [ed: an under 11 handful at that!] of 

runs added.  result?  well ferguslie won of course; but, bar this, the 'loc would close their run 
chase on just 24 (net) - a crushing 85-run win by the boys from meikleriggs. 

  

the ferguslie innings had previously been dominated by big-hitting [ed: and plain big!] stuart 
darroch.  darroch had caned the 'loc's bowling on his way to a net 27 - oh to have been playing 

"real" rules and see darroch trot back to the pavilion after getting out having hit just one 

boundary!  sigh! 

  
other stand outs for the home side were preston-jones who looks nearly as good as his big bro' 

gregor - he made an unbeaten 14.  on the bowling front addie's 4 for 6 and sarode's 2 for 7 are 

worthy of mentions. 
  

for the mighty?  only andrew umeed's two run outs stood out in a poor'ish bowling and fielding 

display where, unforgiveably, the shawholm youngsters gave 57 runs away in extras!  yikes. 

  

so a chance to win thrown away - and thrown away because of poor batting technique.  nine 

dismissals seeing stumps dismantled tells you something dear reader about how straight the 11s 

were playing.  40 wides does the say vis-a-vis their bowling.  just as well it's practice time on 
monday! 

  

12/05/06 - 15s come back to earth! 
  

after the euphoria of week one's win over northside rivals west of scotland, the mighty's under 
15s crashed and burned against paisley side ferguslie in the wjcu on friday.  the end margin of 

victory was 60 runs; not really that close.  but, whilst ferguslie were worth their win the 'loc boys 

must improve much of the basics to run teams like that closer. 

  

ferguslie batted first in nice conditions - albeit it wasn't exactly warm!  at 1 for 1 with forsyth 

caught by anscar bedi off shoaib hafeez's bowling the guys'd have been excused for thinking 

things were continuing where they'd left off the week before at hamilton crescent.  unfortunately 
forsyth's wicket falling, only two balls into the visitors' innings, was probably the peak of the 'loc 

boys' fortunes in this match.  after forsyth's dismissal sean docherty and anjin piled on the runs.  

and, even after this 60-run partnership was broken, number four, gregor preston-jones, simply 
carried on.  in fact docherty, anjin and preston-jones would all record thirty-somethings as their 

side reached 123 for 3. 

  



the 'loc bowling figures weren't much to smile about either: humayun amin's 1 for 23 in five 

overs being the best.  only abdul zafar can explain his three-over spell that cost 23 runs - maybe 
he'd one eye on his girlfriend who was loitering nearby?!? 

  
124 to win.  7 for 2 not a great start then!  humayun gone for 4 and adbul [ed: with obviously 

both eyes now on his female companion] out without troubling the scorers!  after this horror 

start, the story of the 'loc's reply was one of wickets falling around, firstly aamir kayani (20) and, 
then, craig young (13*).  three batters in all were in "abdul's world" and recorded the dreaded 

blobs whilst only aamir and craig got into double figures. 

  

next week the 15s face up to clydesdale. 
  

08/05/06 - under 13s demolish oppo' in remarkable game 

  
the under 13s carried on at shawholm on monday where they left off the week before: winning.  

batting first against an under-strength renfrew side the young 'loc guns fired 155 for 1 with two 
batters (andrew umeed and scott millen) both reaching 32 and retiring.  the unlucky batter to get 

out was asad alam who'd been promoted to open with andrew and was dismissed playing around 

a ferris delivery.  both andrew and scott took just 25 balls-a-piece to reach 32 with scott's innings 
including two maximums.  after scott's retirement, skipper craig young had time to caress a nice 

unbeaten 26 whilst max costello made an unbeaten 8 from nine balls down the other end. 

  

without eleven players, chasing 156 to win was a big ask - in fact, with fifteen players it would've 
been a big ask!  as it was though, when renfrew were 0 for 3 after seven balls it was 

respectability that was on renfrew minds far less the win.  yikes.  in the end only two renfrew 

batters would score and, added to max's wide, this produced a grand total of 3; 3 all out in fact.  
to "yikes", add "ouch"! 

  

so another win for the 13s and a good start to the season.  for renfrew it will have been a harsh 

lesson - but, in arran dulai, they have a bowler of genuine talent and much of their fielding was 

committed and brave. 

 

 
05/05/06 - new under 11s start with a win 

  

the 'loc's newest junior side took to the park for the first time on friday the 5th when west of 
scotland were the visiting team in the wjcu under 11 league.  an eight-a-side competition with 

batters batting in pairs for five overs, the format allows the club's youngest juniors to play hard-
ball cricket. 

  

andrew umeed was captaining the 'loc's 11s and his side were fielding first.  the scoring system is 

that teams start on 200 runs and runs are added (as they are scored) and deducted (as wickets 

fall).  with the exception of the number of wides bowled, the 'loc youngsters performed well - 

stars of the show in the field were saif sajjad in his wicket-keeping debut and saad salim and 

andrew umeed who took three wickets each.  abid chaudhry's competitive debut saw him return 
commendable bowling figures of 2 for 4 in his four overs too! 

  

after the dust had settled on west's innings they'd set poloc 262 to win.  with the extras 
conceded by west's bowlers almost exactly equally the 'loc's, the game was ultimately won by 

better batting by the home boys.  only four wickets fell and with saad, saif and andrew each 

getting to double figures the margin of victory was ultimately a comfortable 44. 

  
05/05/06 - 15s see off west 



  

after not winning a league match last year the under 15s approached their opening wjcu fixture 
with a tad of trepidation.  hamilton crescent was the venue and west of scotland's starlets the 

oppo'.  around 8.30pm on friday night though they realised they needn't have worried 
themselves to sleep the day before: 'loc 107 for 5, west 40 all out tells the tale! 

  

batting first zaeem mirza again led his side by example as he scored the bulk of the runs off the 
bat with 24.  he was, however, ably supported by openers aamir kayani and humayun amin who 

both got to double figures.  it has to be said that west's kind donation of 39 extras greatly 

contributed too mind you!  ouch!  ahem and 29 were wides - that's nearly another five overs 

too!! 
  

so 108 to win - never on!  at 25 for 4 with their best batters back in the hutch it was always 

going to be a struggle - when the last six added 3 between them, it was, in the end, just 
horrible.  destroyers-in-chief were all four bowlers: zaeem with four wickets and the others taking 

two each. 
  

without wishing to heap hot coals on west heads: 40 all out took the northside boys 19.4 overs - 

yawn!  pleasing for the 'loc was not just the win, therefore, but the manner - the bowlers and 
fielders conceding just 14 in extras was nice too. 

 

28/04/06 - under 15s lose out in cup 

  
the under 15s lost out narrowly to greenock on friday at shawholm.  batting first, the visitors 

raced away, reaching 22 in the first sixteen balls!  but, a three-wicket burst then brought the 'loc 

boys back into contention as both singh brothers and then mcdougall lost their wickets.  two 
were victims of shoaib hafeez, whilst the third fell to a sharp diving catch at square leg by craig 

young off skipper zeem mirza's bowling.  27 for 3. 

  

unfortunately tho', after making the breakthrough, the 'loc boys couldn't keep the pressure on.  

some wayward bowling and "excitable" fielding allowed greenock to re-group and keep their total 

ticking along.  hhhmmm.  baum and gorman for greenock would add 34 for the fourth wicket; 

baum surviving a dropped catch to anscar bedi to go on to top score with 21 from 44 balls.  only 
tight bowling again at the death when zaeem and shoaib returned to the attack restricted 

greenock to a beat'able score: 97 for 8. 

  
both zaeem and shoaib finished with "3-fors", but the 28 runs gifted in extras ultimately cost the 

team and their teammates - ouch!  seventeen extra balls as a result of wides and no balls really 
doesn't help! 

  

before reporting on the 'loc's batting, mention should also be made of max costello's direct-hit 

run out of forbes. 

  

the 'loc's reply started a tad worringly: 9 for 2 after three overs!  debutant aamir kayani fell first 

ball whilst the other early victim was abdul zafar for 2. 
  

9 for 2 became 17 for 3 and brought zaeem and craig together.  they managed to steady the 

ship and push the score on.  17 for 3 became 47 for 4 - 30 runs having been added before craig 
was yorked for 13.  after anscar had come and gone in two balls, another under 13, scott millen, 

joined zaeem in the middle and they put together a second useful partnership: 21 at around a 

run a ball.  scott's aggression would eventually cost him his wicket however and he fell for a 

quickly compiled 9 leaving zaeem to bat with the tail.  the tail wagged, but not quickly enough 
and in the end the team fell 18 short. 



  

a good start though and a game played in good spirit.  the full scorecard's on the "junior cards" 
section. 


